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HELLO AUGI MEMBERS,

W

elcome to the July issue of
AUGIWorld Magazine! This
month we are spotlighting
3rd party applications. Kudos
to all the developers out there that make life
better for all of us by improving our software
experience!

Having an add-on for your CAD/BIM software can make a big
difference in productivity. Third-party software can range from large
programs that practically manage your entire workflow to small
applications that complete a single task. Either way they can be
game changers for you.
To help you with your search for 3rd party applications, check my links
below.
Autodesk Product 3rd Party Applications
https://apps.autodesk.com/
Bricsys (BricsCAD) product 3rd Party Applications
https://boa.bricsys.com/applications/
If your product doesn’t fall in the Autodesk or Bricsys world, I would
suggest a search on the Internet for your product name and “addins”. I found many independent developers (too many to list here)
that have products available for SolidWorks, DraftSight, etc.
Read on to discover the 3rd party apps that our authors are excited
about!
Sincerely,
KaDe
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3ds Max

by: Brian Chapman

3rd Party
Tools
V

isual art follows trends, and work with
3ds Max is no exception. Many developers
recognize these trends and share
tools that help artists produce content
efficiently. This article will introduce some of the
most common trends related to visual art and some
of the tools and scripts developers made to assist
artists with generating content.

FRACTURING
Fracturing objects is one of the most common
activities with computer-generated art, motion
graphics, and film. Generally, it’s a highly efficient
way to add interest and detail to ordinary and
simple objects. See Figure 1 for examples of visual
content enhanced using fracture techniques. The
script Fracture Voronoi makes fracturing objects
easy and is located here: http://www.scriptspot.
com/3ds-max/scripts/fracture-voronoi

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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3ds Max
CLOTH AND DAMAGE
Two plugins have become powerful tools in the 3ds
Max artist’s toolbag to generate realistic content.
First, is PolyCloth, which mimics the cloth brush
results people came to love with sculpting software.
See Figure 3.
Second is Polydamage, a tool that quickly adds
geometrical damage to basic objects so artists can
produce hyper realistic results. See Figure 4.

WIRES, CABLES, AND PIPES

Figure 4

SCATTERING
Scattering objects is another crucial action to
generate exciting content quickly. That is especially
true for environment art, where buildings and panels
become essential elements for scene construction.
Panels add a lot of detail to objects, while their nature
makes them ideal for baking into normal maps. That
allows us to generate optimized scenes using lowpoly geometry while taking advantage of the power
of normal maps. Take a look at the building example
in Figure 2 using the Quadscatter MCG plugin located
here: https://cganimator.com/mcg-quadscatter-1-5/.
Using this tool and a few texture maps, it becomes
easy to generate entire city background elements for
many 3D and art-related tasks.

One of the simplest ways to dress up a scene
with organic content and provide some realism
is with wires, cables, and pipes. Take a look at
Joker Martini’s Cables Spline tool here: https://
jokermartini.com/product/cables-spline/. See
Figure 5.

Brian Chapman is a 3D
Artist in Las Vegas, Nevada,
specializing in 3D content
development for the
entertainment and AEC
industries. You can connect
to Brian on Linkedin here:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
emptypawn/

Figure 5
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Productivity Tools

by: Tony Carcamo

CCLS
Productivity
Apps
F

or the past 25 years I have worked in the civil
engineering industry for the U.S.A.F.and in
the private sector for multiple engineering
firms. During that time, my job duties
included surveying, platting, civil engineering
design, CAD Management, training, IT, and
technical support. During the past 15 year I work
hard on improving myself skills with Autodesk Civil
3D and civil engineering design. In 2018 I decide
to go on my own and start my own company, like
I planned 20 years ago. I wanted to share what I
learned but also make designing in Autodesk Civil
3D more efficient. Because Autodesk does not
always listen to their customers and even to people
that are ambassadors of their software, I decide to
hire a programmer and began creating apps that
will provide much needed efficiency to Autodesk
Civil 3D.
In this article I will cover over Civil CAD Learning
Solutions most popular productivity apps for
Autodesk Civil 3D, and how using these apps will
save you hours to todays on your projects based
on your project size. Topics that I will cover will
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be surface labeling, utility pipe network design,
pavement quantities, profile surface thickness, and
dry utility design.

SURFACE LABELING
Working on site grading plans can be cumbersome
or tedious job, manually spot grading parking curb
corners, sidewalks, buildings pad, property corners…
etc. A typical 175 lot subdivision can have up to 900
surface spot labels. While a three-acre commercial
project that I worked on hard roughly 400 surface
spots labels on the grading plan. That is a lot of
repetitive clicking. Two years ago, I asked myself,
“How can we automat this with the data we already
have in the drawing?” After some brainstorming
with my team, we produced a way to label the
feature lines that were being used to create a
design surface. Then we took this step further. We
create an app that could label points of intersection
at feature lines, 2D/3D polylines, alignments, parcels,
survey figures and yes even splines.

augi.com

Productivity Tools

Figure 1

Then we took this feature app a step further
by allowing users to add multiple labels along
the same selected objects at vertices and at set
intervals. In addition, we also create another addin that would add one surface label for top and
bottom of retaining wall created by multiple feature
lines. Because designs are always changing, we
understand that objects would sometimes need
to be shifted or be moved like features line and
polyline, so added an updated button that would
update the surface label’s location if the objects
moved. At the end, we created several dynamic
surface labeling apps that would drastically reduce
surface labeling by 50% of more.

PAVEMENT QUANTITIES
The next popular app is our Pavement Quantities
app. The Pavement Quantities app allows users to
create a dynamic AutoCAD table that calculates
pavement area and cost based on hatch patterns in
your drawing. The user can create a setting profile
that will assign a pavement type and cost to a
hatch pattern. This saves time when creating and
inserting your table into your drawing. The beauty
about this app if you add or remove hatches, you
can click the Update button to update the table.

Figure 2

In addition, we also improved the app by allowing
the user to ignore certain layers such as no
parking zones create by hatching. Everyone loves
customization so we created an Edit button which
allows the user to turn over off/on column, set units,
and assign cost to pavement hatching.

augiworld.com

Figure 3

The Quantities Pavement increases your
productivity when working on preliminary
construction cost on your engineering projects.

PIPE NETWORKS
Right now, one of the biggest problems with
Autodesk Civil 3D is that it only allows the designer
to create one feature object at a time. For example,
you can only create one alignment and pipe
network at a time. When working on large 50 acre
or more projects, causes the designer to repeat
steps multiple times. This is one reason we created
our most popular apps the Multi-Profile, Create
Multiple Networks, and Profile Network Labels. These
productivity apps provide efficiency when designing
infrastructure utilities for all types of projects. Our
Create Multiple Networks, Multi-Profiles, and Profile
Networks Labels allows the designer to create
multiple pipe networks, alignments, and profiles
with profile labels at one time.

Figure 4

Using these three apps in conjunction alone will
reduce your engineering projects design time
by 50% bases on your project size. Each app has
a preset setting feature that be used to increase
efficiency also. For example, the user can use
the Setting feature in the Multiple-Profile app to
automate surface profile labeling, profile view
styles, and pipe crossing styles based on surface
and alignment names.
July 2022 | AUGIWORLD Magazine
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Figure 5

Figure 6

The Create Multiple Network apps allows the
designer to select multiple polylines or alignments
to create multiple pipe networks such as storm
to sewer, or even water. Within the same dialog
box, the user can assign pipe and structure styles,
surfaces, flow direction and alignment names. In
addition, the app can also insert structures at set
intervals such as sewer manholes every 500 feet
After creating your alignments, pipe networks,
and profiles, the designer can then use the Profile
Network Labels to automatically add multiple pipe
and structure labels to all their profiles views. The
designer can also setup preset utility labels for
water, sewer, and labels to save more time, so you
do not have to manually switch label styles.
With this app you can assign up to 3 different labels
for the structures and pipes within profile. To save
more time we took this app to the level by creating
a feature where the designer can window select
multiple profile views to label all the pipes and
structures at once.

Figure 7
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Other productivity apps included with suite is our
Profile Thickness and Rename Parts apps. The
Profile Thickness app allows the designer to apply
material thickness to surface profiles.
augi.com
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Figure 8

This would be used when you have utilities within
parking areas. The designer can apply concrete or
asphalt pavement hatching with a set thickness
and station values. You can also set multiple layers
of pavement hatching.
In the Design Profile Thickness dialog box, the
designer can assign the starting and ending
stations, and the pavement hatch pattern. If the
design proposed surface changes, we also included
an Update feature tool.
Figure 10

In conclusion, the CCLS productivity apps for
Autodesk Civil 3D provided efficiency and allows
designers to become more productivity on their
engineering projects.

Figure 9

DRY UTILITY BIM
Another powerful design tools include the CCLS
productivity suite of apps is the Dry Utility BIM.
This app allows the designer to create multiple
dry utilities such as gas, fiber, electrical, and
communications at one time. This feature tool
allows the designer to simply select a polyline
or alignment and then assign the dry utilities
perimeter such cover depth, starting offset,
separation distance, network name, style, and
surface. This tool can create up to 36 different dry
utilities at one time.

augiworld.com

Tony Carcamo is President of
Civil CAD Learning Solutions
in Dallas, Texas. He has 25
years of experience in the civil
engineering field performing
different task from surveying,
platting to full site, utility and
drainage design, project
management and business
development. In addition,
he has 15 years of CAD
Management experience
for several engineering firm.
Tony is also a blogger, on
most Autodesk committees
and council group,
president of the DFW BIM
Infrastructure User Group,
and certified professional
in Autodesk Civil 3D and
InfraWorks 360, Autodesk
Expert Elite member and
member of the Autodesk
Services Marketplace provide.
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Asset Inventory

by: Ala Hamdan

Public
Infrastructure
Asset Inventory

P

ublic agencies have the responsibility of
managing infrastructure assets such as roads,
highways, sidewalks, traffic signs, signals, and
more for the benefit and safety of the citizens
they serve. While this is a vital task for any thriving
community, it comes with many challenges due to
the sheer size of the geographic area and the number
physical assets that must be managed.
The first step in managing such infrastructure is
locating these assets in a digital, or GIS (Geographic
Information System) format. Conventional methods
of locating assets typically involves personnel
driving and/or walking large geographic areas
with a GIS data collector or with pen, paper, and
handheld GPS device.

For example, a small county or city might have
20,000 traffic signs located along road corridors.
These signs must be documented, then assessed
based on MUTCD code type and location. If
conventional asset inventory collection methods
were to be used, personnel would be documenting
(stopping the vehicle) close to 20,000 times.
Imagine having that in your job description?
Fortunately, technology is here to help eliminate
that tedious process.

WHAT TO CONSIDER FOR YOUR
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET INVENTORY?
While the process of locating assets is time
consuming, expensive, labor intensive and often
poses safety concerns for the personnel involved
(more so for assets located in/near roadways), finding
an easy and cost-effective way to benefit from
this information is yet another issue altogether. In
particular, smaller sized counties and cities do not
necessarily have the GIS infrastructure needed
to handle such tasks. Instead, they tend to rely on
simple, but manual methods such as spreadsheets.
14
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HOW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
IS LEVERAGED TO SAFELY LOCATE
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSETS?
Today, using any GPS-based camera mounted on
a vehicle, one can drive the area of interest while
continuously recording street-level video and
augi.com
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imagery. Once back at the office, the collected
GPS video and/or images might be uploaded to a
cloud-based software-as-a-Service (SaaS), providing
immediate viewing and sharing of the georeferenced images and videos on a map.
OcuMapä by Reality IMT is such a cloud-based 360°
viewer, having not only geo-referencing capability,
but also the added benefit of automatically
generating asset inventories - leveraging the power
of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
AI enables computers to simulate human behavior,
resulting in the effective execution of repetitive tasks.
Machine Learning (ML), an underlying subset of AI,
allows those computers to automatically learn from
past data processing without explicit programming.
OcuMapä leverages these advanced technologies to
automate the process of tagging infrastructure assets
captured in aerial and street-level video/imagery.
So now, grab a cup of coffee, click the play button, and
start watching your GPS videos from your desktop.
Once you see a tagged asset within the right-of-way,
click the Plus icon, type the name of the asset (also
inputting attributes/attribute values), click Save, and
you are done. Continue playing and repeat as needed.
Once you are finished watching your video, you can
access all of the geotagged points of Interest (POI)
assets directly from the map, or export to any number
of common formats (e.g., .CSV, .SHP, and more) in
support of GIS and engineering workflows.

WHAT TYPE OF INFRASTRUCTURE
ASSETS CAN I MAP?
Street signs, curb inlets, sidewalk (pavement), trees,
potholes, manholes, or whatever you can see in
your GPS video. OcuMapä supports GIS using WFS/
WMS where you can bring layers onto the basemap
to help manage attributes/attribute values for the
newly geotagged points.
Deployment of this technology has shown an
increase in the number of assets inventoried by as
much as 60% while reducing cost by at least 30%.
More importantly, AI-driven asset inventory ensures
the safety of employees charged with physically
going out and collecting the data.

HOW ACCURATE IS THE LOCATION OF
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSETS USING AI?

augiworld.com

Accuracy depends on a number of variables, with
perhaps the most notable being the GPS receiver
used. Most off-the-shelf GPS cameras now have +/- 1m
(3ft.) accuracy. This is generally considered adequate
based on location industry standards, however,
if higher accuracy is desired, an industrial-grade
mapping system might be considered. Solutions in
this category include the Teledyne FLIR Ladybug5+
and NCtech iSTAR camera systems, or alternatively, a
DSLR with a PC-based RTK GPS receiver.
One useful feature in.OcuMapä allows for the editing
of previously geotagged points of interest directly
from the map. For example, a geotagged traffic sign
from the collected video that might be determined to
be 3m (10ft.) away from what the basemap shows, can
be moved by grabbing the asset pin off the map, then
dragged and dropped to its believed correct position.
In turn, OcuMapä will take the Latitude/Longitude of
the new location to update the position of the point.

CONCLUSION
Automating the process of tagging infrastructure
asset inventories directly from one’s desktop, not
only reduces costs, but increases efficiency by 30%
while improving safety for field technicians.
Understanding that it may be challenging for
smaller counties and cities to invest in extensive GIS
infrastructure, solutions such as OcuMapä provides an
alternative that enables those agencies to still take full
advantage of mobile mapping technology for fast and
productive capture of public infrastructure.
Ala Hamdan is the CEO
of Reality IMT, Houston,
TX. Founded in 2015 with
the ultimate goal of
enriching the way collected
geospatial data is viewed
and interacted with without physically having
to be on site, Reality IMT
offers an extensive portfolio
of 3D street-level mapping
and geospatial data
analytics for infrastructure
assessment, in conjunction
with its innovative Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) platform
OcuMap™ that simplifies
visualization, feature
extraction, and publishing
of infrastructure asset
information.
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Site Scan

by: Shawn Herring

SiteScan
from ESRI
S

ite Scan is cloud-based drone mapping
software that provides a comprehensive,
end-to-end drone mapping solution.
It includes flight planning and fleet
management tools that help an AEC project team
save time and keep drone operations running
smoothly. It lets you securely process drone imagery
in a cloud environment to create high-quality 2D
and 3D imagery product. In addition, it provides
analysis and measurement tools that streamline
AEC workflows like surveys and inspections. You
can easily share drone datasets and information
products across the project team for improved
communication and collaboration.
I’ve been using SiteScan since the early days of
3DRobotics (3DR) and with 500+ flights per year
the last few years, there is no way we could have
pulled off that type of workload without the ease of
use and advanced tools that SiteScan has to offer.
Below are some of the brief highlights of SiteScan.

16
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PLAN YOUR FLIGHT
No, you can’t just show up to a site, drone a drone,
and expect to take a nap while the drone magically
does your job for you...yet!
There are many things to do prior to flying the
drone. Gain FAA approval if needed, set ground
control points (GCP), “prepare” the site by calling
in Blue Stakes (811, Julie, etc.), paint some stuff,
plan which flight pattern you’ll use, etc., etc., etc.
And each site has its own challenges that need
addressed.
With SiteScan, you can increase efficiency by
creating and sharing advanced 3D flight plans
with your pilots, prior to leaving the office. Overlay
2D and 3D data from ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS
Enterprise, PDF and more for enhanced flight
safety and data quality.

augi.com
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Choose your flight option

UPLOAD AND PROCESS IN THE CLOUD

SiteScan has several flight options available. The 2
most common for survey use are the “Area Survey”
and “Crosshatch” patterns.

With SiteScan, you have an unlimited amounts
of drone flights and drone flight data. All data is
cloud processed into 2D and 3D outputs through a
scalable cloud environment. So gone are the days
of needing a supercomputer to crunch flight data
for hours and hours. Typically, by the time you
leave your site and return to the office, the initial
processing has been completed!

•

Area Survey (NADIR) – This pattern typically
consists of no oblique images.

•

Crosshatch – For Example, this flight pattern
goes East-West, then flies the same area NorthSouth. This pattern typically has a 35-degree
gimbal angle for oblique images.

So which flight pattern is right for you? 90% of the
flights we’ve done the past few years have been
done using the area survey option. I’ve tested over
and over the need for a cross hatch pattern, but
for most project the data value just isn’t there. You
would think that more coverage is better right?
Instead, the cross hatch causes an increase in field
time, an increase in data processing time, an no real
major measurable benefit in accuracy. However,
crosshatch survey is at times needed. For areas
with highly repetitive land, like crops and dense
vegetation and verticality concerns, a cross hatched
pattern may be useful.
augiworld.com

VISUALIZE, ANALYZE, AND SHARE
Perform drone analytics by measuring distances,
surface areas, and volumetrics; conducting
temporal analysis; generating cut/fill maps; and
measuring change over time. Maintain quality
control by comparing your drone data to design
overlays—including those in your Autodesk cloud
environment—or compare it to drone data captured
earlier in the project.
The volume tools are something I use most often,
along with the profile tool to visually inspect a
cross section at any location in your model. For the
volumes, simply select the volume tool and outline
the area you wish to calculate.
July 2022 | AUGIWORLD Magazine
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With the volume tools, you can choose to
calculate volumes based on a 3D Plane (i.e., TOE
of Slope), level plane, previous mission and even
an uploaded design surface via LandXML!! The
time savings alone in volume calcs would pay for
SiteScan. No need to download data, bring into
Civil 3D, convert to a surface, create a volume
surface, etc., etc.!
And the profile tool is fantastic! Go into your point
cloud viewer in SiteScan, choose the profile tool
and simple cut a section where you want to see the
data. From there, anywhere you drag your cursor
along the profile, it will give you X, Y and Z!
Share information with your stakeholders in
formats they understand, whether in a 3D view, as
a report, or as a map within ArcGIS Online or ArcGIS
Enterprise; invite read-only users to analyze data in
Site Scan Manager for ArcGIS; share content and
report issues within Autodesk BIM 360; or export in
common file formats.

ENTERPRISE FLEET MANAGEMENT
Fleet management keeps track of flights, drone
hardware, and pilot flight history—all in one place.
Drone program managers can create custom
augiworld.com

preflight checklists for their teams and store
responses in the cloud.

SITE SCAN DATA OUTPUTS
Site Scan generates several types of files, some of
which come in multiple formats. All are available for
sharing and downloading from within the Site Scan
mobile and web apps:
Orthomosaics (.tiff) is the georeferenced,
orthomosaic map of the flight area. Orthomosaics
can be opened and manipulated in Google Earth
Pro, ArcGIS, QGIS, AutoCAD Civil 3D, Infraworks, and
other GIS programs.
DEM (.tiff) is the georeferenced Digital Elevation
Model associated with the orthomosaics. The value
of each pixel corresponds to an elevation above the
ground. DEMs can be opened and manipulated in
Google Earth Pro, ArcGIS, QGIS, AutoCAD Civil 3D,
Infraworks, and other GIS programs.
DTM (.tiff) is a vector data set composed of regularly
spaced points and natural features such as ridges
and break lines. A DTM augments a DEM by
including linear features of the bare-earth terrain.

July 2022 | AUGIWORLD Magazine
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Mesh (.rcm, .fbx, .obj) the three mesh formats
generated by Site Scan for ArcGIS. .rcm is the
Autodesk ReMake native
format, optimized for viewing,
flythrough videos, and simple
volume measurements. .fbx is a
second Autodesk mesh format
optimized for media and
entertainment. .obj is the open
mesh format shared across
many platforms.

phenomena such as elevation, temperature,
precipitation, pollution, or atmospheric pressure.

Point cloud (.rcs, .las) the twopoint cloud formats generated
by Site Scan for ArcGIS. .rcs
is the Autodesk point cloud
format. Open and edit in
ReCap, Civil 3D, Infraworks, or
any other Autodesk product.
.las is the open point cloud
format. Open in PointCloudViz
or any CAD software, including
Autodesk products.
Contours (.dxf, .shp.zip) lines
that connect locations of
equal value in a raster dataset
representing continuous
20 AUGIWORLD Magazine | July 2022
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CONCLUSION
There are a ton more features in SiteScan, and
I know there is a lot of drone data processing
softwares out there, but if you’re looking for
something new, or just getting into drone surveys,
then I’d highly suggest checking out what SiteScan
has to offer.

augiworld.com

Shawn has been a part
of the design engineering
community for roughly
15 years in all aspects of
design, construction and
software implementations.
He has implemented and
trained companies across
the Country on Civil 3D and
other infrastructure tools
and their best practice
workflows. Shawn can be
reached for comments or
questions at sherring@
prosoftnet.com.
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Tech Manager

by: Mark Kiker

Practical Tips
for Delegating
L
ast month I discussed getting things done
and how a book helped me tame the tangle
of tasks that I had coming my way. In that
book, the author reminded everyone to of his
methods… Do it. Delegate it. Defer it. Delete it. Take a
few minutes to go back and read last month’s article
before you plough through this one. And when you
do, review your list of items you have completed or
delegated to others. You are delegating – right?

DELEGATION TIPS
When you pass on work to others, always have
a conversation about what you are giving them.
Frame the task. Like a relay race, the riskiest thing
is a botched baton pass. There are several things
that might get you into troubles and they might
be avoided. I have failed once or twice (or more) at
each of these in the past and offer areas where you
need to dial it in.
Define expectation: Every task needs to have
a defined goal. Even small ones. Do not assume
that others know what you expect. Let them know
exactly what a positive outcome is. Define what
a completed task looks like. Be as specific as you
can. If you expect a report, outline the number of
pages and depth of information to include. If you
want them to let you know when they are done, tell
them that. If you want status reports along the way,
22
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mention when and how (just an email). If you want
them to get approval at some milestone, tell them
what that is and not to move on before they get
approval (and in writing if that is needed).
Provide the resources: When a task requires things
to get it done, provide that. If they need access to
something, provide it. If they need finding, define
the framework of what they can spend. If they need
introductions to vendors or other staff, make sure
you offer that. If they need time and relief from
other deadlines, clear the way for them.
Suggest Methods: If you have an idea on how to
get something done, tell them what that is. Some
quick advice on what is needed, who to contact,
what might help in making progress, don’t keep it
to yourself. But you can also let them figure it out
themselves even if you give them an idea.
Give Flexibility: Don’t handcuff them to the way
you would do something. Let them use their heads
in defining how something is done. If you define
the outcome and they deliver that, then let them
structure how they get there. You might learn
new tricks as others take a different path than you
would. If there is some method that they cannot
do apart from you as they move along, like buying
tech, changing a standard or the like, make sure
they know that.
augi.com
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Give them authority (or limit it): When you give
someone a job, make sure they are given authority
to get it done. Notify others that they are working
on it and will make decisions and lead along the
way. Don’t keep having them come back to you for
needless approvals. And make sure others know
that they can make the calls needed to drive to
completion. But while you grant them authority,
make sure they know what they are not authorized
to do, like changing the targeted outcome or due
dates or whatever. Let them know they can do what
they like, but not “that”.
Don’t assume they know anything: Sorry to
sound negative, but do not assume that anything I
mentioned above is obviously known to them. I am
amazed at how often I am caught thinking that the
what is obvious to me, is obvious to everyone. If you
think of it, state it out loud or write it down. Some
suggest that you have them parrot back everything
you have said, but I find that kind of insulting. I have
not been burned so bad that I have to go down that
road. Respect others but try to make sure things are
understood. If you get perplexed looks, ask if they
understand. If you get short answers and a desire to
stop talking as you are outlining the task, ask them
what they understand.
You should monitor their progress: When you
task others and delegate, it does not remove you
from the flow of progress. You need to keep an eye
on things. Check in from time to time to see what
is going on and how they are getting along. Just
ask a few questions… “How’s it going?”, “Do you
need anything from me to get this done?”, “Is there
anything giving you trouble?”, “Are we on target to
meet the deadline?” Questions like this give them
an opportunity to update you or ask for help.

DON’T GET SCARED
Some folks do not delegate much because they
are fearful of outcomes, dropped balls or others
failing. So first, what happens if things go south on
something you have delegated?

YOU CAN ALWAYS HELP THEM
Even if you are a champion at delegating, things
don’t always go as planned. Do not shrink back
because you fear troubles. You still need to pass
things on. Sometimes others have competing
priorities, or they do not understand your timeline.
augiworld.com

Sometimes you give a task to the wrong person,
and they have not yet developed the skills that you
thought they had. You can always work alongside
others to get things done. They still do the work,
but you assist with advice, suggestions and maybe
some shared workload. As you work with someone,
step away or step back more and more as the get
the knack of the task. As they progress forward, you
step back.

YOU CAN ALWAYS TAKE IT BACK
You really do not want to do this very often, or at
all. Working alongside someone that is not running
with the ball is the best way to make progress.
But, if it is a total failure and the person just is not
stepping up, then I suggest refocusing their efforts
back to their task list or maybe swap out one task
for another. Couch the conversation in gentleness.
Give the person a face saving out. Using terms like
“priorities changed” or “something came up that
needs your talents” and give them another task
that better fits their skills.
Delegating can be risky, but it is also rewarding, for
others and for you. Others get to take on challenges
and grow and you are freed up to focus on larger
issues. Do it well and everyone succeeds.

Mark Kiker has more than
30 years of hands-on
experience with technology.
He is fully versed in every
area of management
from deployment
planning, installation, and
configuration to training
and strategic planning. As
an internationally known
speaker and writer, he is a
returning speaker at
Autodesk University since
1996. Mark is currently
serving as Chief Technology
Officer for SIATech, a nonprofit public charter high
school focused on dropout
recovery. He maintains
two web sites, www.
caddmanager.com and
www.bimmanager.com. He
can be reached at mark.
kiker@augi.com and would
love to hear your questions,
comments and perspectives.
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Photogrammetry

by: Nicole Maier

Reduce Rework on your
Designs with Aerial
Photogrammetry

I

s my firm as efficient as possible in design
process?
Am I missing relevant project data?

Do you have any of these questions for your
next design project? If you do, you are not alone.
Many BIM specialists and CAD engineers struggle
with this question when their firm takes on a new
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project to bid/propose. For too long, engineering
firms have relied on outdated geospatial data and
unreliable imagery, which can lead to disastrous
assumptions during the initial phases of a project
design. Surveying sites, tracking site conditions, and
measuring progress often takes longer than needed
in the digital age, racking up costs in terms of time
lost and redesigns. As per Autodesk Construction
Cloud Blog, “Up to 70% of total rework experienced
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in construction and engineering products are a
result of design-induced rework.” That is correct,
up to 70% of rework costs are not from the actual
construction of the project but from fundamental
design errors and miscalculations.
Easy, quick access to cloud hosted aerial imagery
and photogrammetry processing provides upto-date, measurable, and actionable geospatial
content that you can comfortably rely upon for
designs and preliminary site analysis. The various
output formats of photogrammetric mapping —
point cloud, orthomosaic, 3D objects, etc. — can be
used in many of today’s design applications, such as
Infraworks and more.
Think of Google Maps and its 3D view capability, but
unlike Google Maps, premium aerial photogrammetry
provides current information about an area which can
be measured and utilized in varied software programs
for workflows around BIM. This unlocks major feature
extraction benefits such as high accuracy survey
measurements, terrain contours, AI vector layers,
and more. Numerous design professionals including
architects, engineers, building designers and
construction professionals use aerial photogrammetry
to keep their design workflows efficient and convey
technical aspects of the proposed project in a
photorealistic view with stakeholders.

augiworld.com

WHY AERIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
DATA?
To put it simply, aerial photogrammetric data
is the use of aerial imagery captured via drones
or flights in surveying and mapping to measure
distances between objects. To explain that in
further detail, photos that are collected from a
fixed-wing aircraft that can be stitched together
to create a 3-dimensional mesh, point cloud, or
orthomosaic top-down image of a geographic
location. This enables more feature rich and
accurate photorealistic content that can be easily
measured and utilized for designs in comparison to
the average 2D format from free imagery providers.

REDUCING DESIGN REWORK IS CRITICAL
FOR PROJECT PROFITABILITY
A major chunk of rework cost for civil engineering
firms is caused by bad data due to unreliable
and out of date imagery. It is highly critical that
in early stages of planning, the designs shared
with stakeholders have a highly accurate and
photorealistic view of the project ready to be
undertaken. Robust digital models greatly reduce
errors, ultimately saving time and money. When
mistakes are corrected in the field, they can
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be exponentially more expensive than if those
mistakes were fixed in the design phase. Scope
creep in form of change orders and rework due to
these errors in design phase only compound loss
making for a project as time progresses.
There is no doubt that the best way to keep a
project profitable, is to avoid mistakes in the
first place by viewing and fully understanding
your project area. Up to date imagery and
photogrammetry enabled features extraction is
always better than relying on free imagery providers
that are more suitable for in-car navigation as
opposed to tools for engineers.

USE THE PAST FOR BETTER DESIGN
Some aerial imagery providers can give historical
context and project updates to stakeholders by
showcasing timestamped images from multiple
flights within a single common workstation. This
allows an engineer or a design professional to see
trends and changes, or lack thereof when working
on large infrastructure projects specifically in areas

where there is moving water and dynamic features
from the comfort of your desk.
This is also helpful for environmental engineering
workflows to identify and develop design
approaches to stabilize, contain, and control
conditions beneath foundations. This will ultimately
be useful for construction/maintenance of variety
of surfaces to meet end-use goals on previously
unusable or unstable ground.

VISUALIZE PROJECT TERRAIN WITH
ELEVATION CONTOURS
During site surface analysis, the availability of end
number of terrain points alone cannot visually
describe enough detail for folks involved. Elevation
contours and digital surface model (DSM), enabled
through photogrammetry, are useful for both
preliminary design objectives and provide vivid
background for layouts. It also gives you a better
analysis of high elevation areas, slope grading for
preliminary analysis, and layout of the terrain.
This data can further be used as
a backdrop for cut/fill analysis
around the project site, logistics
ideation, drainage studies,
catchment area examination and
more.
Readily available DEM/DSM data
for engineering, preliminary
planning and concept design
workflows eliminates the need
of costly bespoke flyovers or
time-consuming trips to the
field. Additional features from
paid aerial imagery providers
also include data attributes
around existing buildings and
structures to enable sun/shadow
and massing studies for proposed
construction.

BEING PROACTIVE WINS
NEW BUSINESS
Creating concept designs on the
fly when sourcing new contracts
and showcasing your preliminary
analysis to a client very early
on will instill confidence about
your capabilities. It also helps in
26
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designs that you and your
customers can comfortably rely
upon. Unlike free data from
Google and Bing maps, which
gets updated every 1 to 3 years
with very limited usability as a tool,
premium photogrammetry from
Nearmap is updated up to 3 times
a year and covers more than 80%
of the U.S. population.

securing local government approval at later stages
of the project when needed.
This is key to having your proposal accepted and your
designs approved. Some examples of this maybe:
•

Showcase angles that depict the best views of
the project and avoiding the worst ones

•

Visual impact of the proposed project itself on
the real-world environment

•

Interaction of the proposed project with existing
terrain features

•

Line-of-sight from varied points of view to the
proposed project

Nearmap lets you showcase the above in
your designs, perfectly blended into the real
environment, and create winning proposals. All the
above is enabled through near real time availability
of survey grade data and helps engineers and
designers be more effective at their work without
ever leaving the comfort of their desk.

CONCLUSION
As GIS-CAD workflows become more advanced,
relying on the most high-quality base maps and
feature extraction will be the competitive edge going
forward. Using aerial imagery and photogrammetry
will produce up-to-date, measurable, and actionable
augiworld.com

This imagery data is available in
various output formats which
means the data– whether it is a
point cloud, orthomosaic tiff, or a
3D object– can be used in many
of today’s design applications,
including AutoCAD, Revit,
InfraWorks, Civil 3D, ReCap,
MicroStation, ArchiCAD, and
more. Nearmap Point cloud
output presents BIM designers
highly accurate RGB value for
each point and elevation data, thereby a realistic
colorized 3D mesh for your design workflows.
Nicole Maier is a Solutions
Engineer at Nearmap, she
began her career as an
engineering consultant
specializing in airport
designs, terminal studies,
and project planning.
She has more than half a
decade of experience within
AEC firms for application
of geographic information
technologies including
mapping, data analysis,
remote sensing, and
advanced site analysis. At
Nearmap, she helps craft
solutions for the GIS – BIM
community by tailoring
aerial data pipelines,
feature extraction, and
implementation services.
Nicole can be reached for
comments or questions at
nicole.maier@nearmap.com
Try out some 3D maps and
Imagery for design work?
QR Code for Sample Data
to play with on your favorite
Autodesk application
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Tribute

by: Todd Rogers

IN LOVING

O

ne of AUGI’s beloved members passed
away suddenly on June 2. Brian Andresen
was an integral part of AUGI. Not only did
Brian serve on the Board of Directors, but
he was also the author of Inside Track every month.
Unfortunately, this is the last issue that will have
Inside Track for a while, and maybe for good. Brian
will be very hard to replace.
Brian passed away doing what he loved. He, like
myself, had a big love for motorcycles. As a matter
of fact, my last text message from Brian was him
suggesting that we ride to AU in NOLA together.
I just re-read that text message shortly before
beginning to write this, and needless to say, it was
not easy to read that again.
In November 2017, I got the pleasure of sharing the
stage with Brian at AU. We were both at the AUGI
General Meeting waiting to see if we were voted up
and elected to serve on the Board of Directors. It
just so happened that both of us were selected and
appointed together that day.
I am not sure if any of you noticed or not, but
Brian wanted his name replaced in the magazine
recently to be KWC, which is an acronym for
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Kaotik West Coast. If you visit
Kaotik West Coast on Facebook
and Instagram, you can see
the many hidden talents that
Brian possessed. He was a true
California artist. His eye for art
was simply amazing. He was
really into street art. The photos
he took were a small glimpse at
how talented this man was.

On this tribute page to Brian
Andresen, you will see just a small
portion of Brian’s pictures that
showcase just how special and
talented he was. As I sit here and
write this, and reflect on Brian’s
talents and accomplishments, I
can only hope that he is reading
this last issue of AUGIWORLD
containing the Inside Track.
augiworld.com
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Please join me in sending out our condolences and
prayers for the Andresen family. Brian’s daughter,
Isabella “Izzy” Andresen is AUGIWORLD’s Copy
Editor. Please reach out to her and let her know
that ALL the members of AUGI are here for her and
support her to the fullest.
Thank you, Brian Andresen, for being a great friend
and making a huge impact on this organization.
You are, and will be, deeply missed.
Sincerely,
Editor-in-Chief
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by: KWC

Welcome to AUGIWORLD Inside Track! Check out the latest opportunities to advance your
skills, processes, and workflows in your firm with the most current AEC-related software and
hardware updates available.
TRANSFERSINGLE

https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT/en/
Detail/Index?id=848152668789045
2659&appLang=en&os=Win64
Autodesk Revit: 2018, 2019, 2020,
2021, 2022, 2023
Tired of all or nothing regular transfer standards? With
Transfer Single, you will be able to transfer just one
item of most of the standards, an event to multiple files
at one time! Also, you will be able to copy additional
elements like views, printing setups, section boxes;
worksets... even legends with contents!
Version 3.0 can manage your naming for most of the
standards of the selected file, by renaming, deleting,
find and replace, etc. Version 3.1 can copy Sheet with
Views and Views with Annotations.

SPOT ELEVATIONS

https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/
Detail/Index?id=6963056357221352797&
appLang=en&os=Win64
Navisworks Manage: 2022, 2021,
2020, 2019, 2018
Navisworks Simulate: 2022, 2021, 2020, 2019, 2018
Spot the elevation of any element inside Autodesk®
Navisworks® in real-time.
With this tool, you can visualize the real elevation of
elements in Navisworks and establish a reference
elevation number to measure relative elevations.
It will be very easy to verify the free clearance of pipes,
ducts, cable trays and structural framings.
You can create SavedViewPoint with Elevation Marks
with just one click. Similar to Autodesk® Revit®, create
elevation marks of any point.

TOTALLENGTH

https://apps.autodesk.com/ACD/en/
Detail/Index?id=30190804541265488
94&appLang=en&os=Win32_64
Autodesk AutoCAD, AutoCAD
Electrical, AutoCAD Mechanical
AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD
MEP, Civil 3D, AutoCAD Map 3D, AutoCAD Plant
3D: 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023
TotalLength is an Auto Lisp script calculating the total
length of multiple objects of user-selected type(s) lines, arcs, polylines, circles or combinations of them.
TotalLength is a universal plug-in for any field of design
where such calculations are needed - total length of
walls, fences, cables, pipes, pavements, etc.
The dialog box makes the app intuitive to work with, so
there will be no need to spend a lot of time studying it.
The result of the total length calculations is displayed
in an editable field and is copied to the clipboard for
further use.

RADICALPURGE

https://apps.autodesk.com/MAP3D/en/
Detail/Index?id=5474554872375064722
&appLang=en&os=Win32_64
Autodesk AutoCAD, AutoCAD
Electrical, AutoCAD Mechanical
AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD MEP, Civil 3D,
AutoCAD Map 3D, AutoCAD Plant 3D: 2018, 2019,
2020, 2021, 2022, 2023
Besides the styles and tables purgeable with native
command, RadicalPurge offers the opportunity to
purge other unreferenced objects: groups, annotative
scales, external references (DWG references, raster
images, underlays) and obsolete entities (empty text
and entity zero length).
The RPURGE command opens a dialog box to select
the types of objects to purge. A LISP function: gc-Purge
is provided.

If you have some news to share with us for future issues, please let us know. Likewise, if you are a user of a
featured product or news item and would like to write a review, we want to know. kwc@cwccrew.com
augiworld.com
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AUGI Members
Reach Higher
with Expanded
Benefits
AUGI is introducing three new Membership
levels that will bring you more benefits than
ever before. Each level will bring you more
content and expertise to share with fellow
members, plus provide an expanded, more
interactive website, publication access, and
much more!

Basic members have
access to:
• Forums
• HotNews (last 12 months)
• AUGIWorld (last 12 months)
DUES: Free

Student members have
access to:
• Forums
• HotNews (last 24 months)
• AUGIWorld (last 24 months)
• AUGI Educational Offerings
DUES: $2/month or $20/year

Professional members have
access to:
• Forums
• HotNews (full access)
• AUGIWorld
(full access and in print)
• AUGI Library
• ADN Standard
Membership Offer
DUES: $5/month or $50/year

Are you ready to upgrade yourself and your membership?
Access additional benefits and upgrade at www.augi.com

Powerful Revit Performance from Anywhere
Download our free eBook and discover

Purpose-built for AEC, BOXX Cloud frees architects, engineers, and BIM
managers from desk side computers, enabling them to work remotely with
secure, seamless, state-of-the-art, cloud-based performance for Autodesk Revit
and other CAD applications.
Combining security and high-pe
high-performance with leading expertise, BOXX Cloud
virtual private cloud service is the remote work solution that makes more sense
than ever before, so download our free eBook filled with vital information you
won’t find anywhere else.

Get the eBook »

(888) 302-0223
512-852-0400
boxx.com/augi

